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US ISM: DOWNTREND BRUS ISM: DOWNTREND BRUS ISM: DOWNTREND BRUS ISM: DOWNTREND BROKENOKENOKENOKEN    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

The first increase in the US manufacturing ISM in 7 months The first increase in the US manufacturing ISM in 7 months The first increase in the US manufacturing ISM in 7 months The first increase in the US manufacturing ISM in 7 months could be a sign that the American manufacturing 
slowdown is coming to an end. The index increased from 51.5 to 52.8, pointing to moderate growth. The new 
orders sub-index surged to 55.8, while employment rebounded into positive territory. However, the production 
sub-index fell and the prices paid component rose as the oil price has rebounded in recent weeks. US manufac-
turing continues to face headwinds from the strong dollar, but the mostly weather and partly port strike induced 
weakness of the first quarter seems to be over and give way to a moderate recovery in the sector.    
    
With most countriesWith most countriesWith most countriesWith most countries’’’’    PMIs out PMIs out PMIs out PMIs out for May, for May, for May, for May, thethethethe    US and most G7 nations now US and most G7 nations now US and most G7 nations now US and most G7 nations now ffffeatureeatureeatureeature    in the middle of the glin the middle of the glin the middle of the glin the middle of the global obal obal obal 
mamamamannnnufacturing pack. ufacturing pack. ufacturing pack. ufacturing pack. At the top of the manufacturing sentiment, the reform countries of the Eurozone periphery 
are joined by the Netherlands. By contrast, former reform country Greece has joined sanction-hit Russia and 
struggling Brazil at the bottom of the table. The Eurozone periphery benefits from the weak euro, as well as re-
forms and ECB easing, which make these countries’ upswing resilient to the rather lacklustre global momentum 
in the sector. Germany, meanwhile, may be dragged down by weakness in emerging markets, which import a lot 
of the investment goods Germany makes. The US and the UK feature in the middle, hampered by strong curren-
cies, but supported by buoyant domestic demand.    
    
Global manufacturing state of play: euro periphery in the lead, emerging markets and Greece in troubleGlobal manufacturing state of play: euro periphery in the lead, emerging markets and Greece in troubleGlobal manufacturing state of play: euro periphery in the lead, emerging markets and Greece in troubleGlobal manufacturing state of play: euro periphery in the lead, emerging markets and Greece in trouble    

    
* April values. Source: Markit, ISM 
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Manufacturing 52.8 51.5 51.5 52.9 53.5 55.1 
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